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Abstract
This article is a transcript of an interview with the previous editor-in-chief of Philosophy of 
Management (2010–2017). It discusses his career, the use of and hopes for field of philoso-
phy of management, and leading the journal.
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Paul Griseri was the editor-in-chief of this journal from 2010 until 2017. Paul indicated 
he wanted to meet less with the editors and instead spend more time making music. The 
editorial team wanted to thank Paul for leading the journal through an important phase, and 
put him in the spotlight. We couldn’t do it during an annual conference because of COVID-
restrictions, so I caught up with Paul – on video call during lockdown early 2021 – and 
here is what we talked about.
Wim: You have been leading the Journal for a while and then you stepped down to form 
the band, and I’m guessing now it’s lockdown so I don’t think you’re doing many shows. 
Any chance we can get you back on the Journal?
PAUL: Well I’m not active academically so while I’m happy to give support as 
appropriate, if there  are papers to be reviewed, I could well be out of date in some 
ways. I think that’s my main reservation. I’m not adverse to helping in whatever way I 
can but – obviously being out of academic circles, I don’t have direct access to papers 
until they’ve got open access. And even with philosophy of management there’s not that 
many that are on open access. But as I said when I stepped down, I’m more than happy 
to help out. But I don’t think I’d want to go back to a regular presence at editorial meet-
ings for example.
Wim: Is there anything you miss about academia?
PAUL: Is there anything I’ve missed? Well obviously being in a classroom with stu-
dents, particularly small groups. It’s not that I didn’t like large lecture theatres but large 
lecture theatres when you’re  lecturing to 100 plus, sometimes 300 plus people, it’s a 
certain kind of performance. And you know  that some of them aren’t really follow-
ing what you’re saying and the questions always come from the 10-15 really keen ones 
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at the front. And if you ask them to have done reading, often they haven’t and so on. 
Whilst in small groups, when I actually taught Philosophy of Management at Middlesex 
University, I only had ten people, ten undergraduates in my class and that was fantas-
tic. It was absolutely brilliant because you could really engage, and these were not top 
flight students because of the way that Philosophy of Management had been treated in 
the pecking order, we often got people who didn’t know what third year options to take. 
And they’d take it because they didn’t know what it was. But then at the end of it all, 
they all said ‘oh yeah, it’s so different fromeverything else we do’.
So I did enjoy that side of things. I think – I didn’t mind being a head of department in 
some ways when I was dealing with members of my team. And I kind of miss that interac-
tion with people though obviously no one could possibly miss the admin, perhaps some 
people might miss the admin but I can’t imagine very many would.
In terms of research, I didn’t really do very much. I did enjoy writing those monographs 
or the introduction to Philosophy of Management but I wasn’t a researcher in the sense of 
ever really getting involved in projects. People used to try and get me involved and I’d kind 
of ‘oh no, I don’t fancy that’. My career as a researcher might be rather better – certainly 
when I was at UCL a couple of professors tried to get me involved in things and in retro-
spect it’s probably naïve of me, I said ‘no thanks!’ But there you go.
Wim: At UCL you were Director of Studies, Management and Innovation? 
PAUL: Eventually, yes. I started off as a part timer and then it grew to being a larger 
part timer, and then there was a change from it being a centre to a department. And then I 
said to the new head of department ‘well you’re looking for a director of studies, I’ll do it’. 
So I actually only did it for about a year or 18 months. And that was basically administer-
ing the undergraduate provision, that’s what I was doing.
Wim: Actually your background is – you were first a philosopher and then you moved 
into business, or then you moved into management studies.
PAUL: Yes, that’s right.
Wim: So what is your PhD about?
PAUL: Well my PhD was called The Master of the Passions and it was an examination 
of the relationship between Humean and Kantian views of the role of reason in action and 
obviously particularly the role of reason in ethical choice. I’m not sure that I would be able 
to summarise exactly the main point of it, but I was more or less arguing a position similar 
to McDowell in a way. That reason can enter into choices, not simply as being a means to 
an end that’s independently desired or needed or wanted, but it actually can play a role in 
the formulation of motives and intentions and desires. In other words, the springboards for 
choice.
I did my first degree which I finished in 1974, a BA in Philosophy, and then I did a 
few odd jobs and then I was a schoolteacher for 10 years. And I realised I wasn’t cut out 
for school teaching, I didn’t have the confidence to deal with difficult mid-teens. And it 
was at that point that I enrolled to do my doctorate at the University of Kent in 1983. But 
then in 1986 somebody I knew who was running a diploma in management studies (DMS) 
said ‘oh you ought to come and do this, you might find it really useful’. So I was doing 2 
courses as well as working full time; I was doing my diploma in management studies and 
my PhD at the same time as working.
I finished the two of them more or less simultaneously and the college that I’d done the 
DMS at said ‘you ought to come and teach here’ and I wanted to get out of school teaching. 
So I said ‘alright I’ll come along’.
So I did a couple of years teaching DMS students and then one of my colleagues there 
was setting up a management training company and I did that for a bit. And then I decided 
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I wanted to move back to education. So I went to what was then Luton College of Higher 
Education, I think it’s now the University of Bedfordshire. And then I moved on from there 
to London Guildhall University, now part of London Met. But I was mainly teaching HR 
type subjects at the time and doing a little bit of reading around business ethics but still 
ponding about what Philosophy could contribute to management.
And it was only at the end of the 1990s, early 2000s that I came into contact with Nigel 
Laurie, which was intriguing because I think I’d seen him on a website and made contact 
with him. But then we discovered we had a link in that both he and I had been taught by 
somebody called Chris Cherry. Chris Cherry had taught Nigel when he did his Masters 
in Glasgow; he’s a philosopher, Chris Cherry and he’d been my PhD supervisor at Kent 
University. Chris had helped Nigel set up the Journal in the first place and I had a couple of 
meetings with him. So that’s how I got involved.
Wim: So it was actually during your PhD in Philosophy that someone suggests that you 
need to look into management studies.
PAUL: Yes, that’s right, but not as a result of doing the PhD, it was just somebody I 
knew socially who said ‘oh I think if you’re head of a department in a school you might 
want to think about this’. And then he asked me to facilitate a group I think and he said ‘oh 
you’re good at this, you ought to do your DMS and we’ll see if we can get you teaching’. In 
fact that particular person said ‘I don’t know why you’re doing that PhD in Philosophy, it’s 
never going be of any use to you!’ That’s the long view!
Wim: Just for clarity, what is DMS?
PAUL: Diploma in Management Studies, postgraduate pre Masters, like a diploma but 
without the dissertation. Although they did do a small project. So it would be the equiva-
lent – do you still use M points?
Wim: No. Well at least I don’t.
PAUL: They used to say well a Masters was 120 M points, a PhD was 360 M points and 
a postgraduate diploma was 80 or 90 M points as a sort of measure of the volume of learn-
ing I guess.
Wim: I think they now call it credits.
PAUL: Yes, credits.
Wim: It’s the same.
PAUL: Mickey Mouse calibration you could call it really.
Wim: And you said you were wondering how the philosophy could be useful for the 
management studies. So it’s not like you’re managing and you run into a management 
problem and that makes you go to the philosophy. It seems to be like: we love philoso-
phy, we happen then to, by coincidence, end up in management or management studies. 
And then say ‘oh, how can I use that?’ because we want to but not because we see the 
need. Or am I presenting this the wrong way?
PAUL: Well I think you characterise it very well. Of course characterising it that way 
creates a massive question mark about whether the discipline is necessary unless you 
are a philosopher, which is intriguing. Clearly business ethics has found a niche and it’s 
entrenched itself, though probably not in the way that I would have liked to have seen it 
entrenched. To be honest I haven’t really looked at the JBE for some time but I got the 
impression that Ed Freeman was going to try and take it a little bit more philosophically. 
It’s not that it doesn’t have philosophical stuff, but the last times I looked there still was 
more a more social science side to it.
So business ethics always had a niche because there are always ethical questions about 
management, and those ethical questions could have sometimes a direct professional pur-
chase because if you did the wrong thing you could find yourself in court. Or you could 
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certainly find that your brand loses any kind of customer appeal because you’ve done hor-
rible things to your employees or something like that.
Whereas philosophical questions about the nature of organisation, the nature of knowl-
edge, the nature even of leadership don’t necessarily have quite the same direct impact. 
They have a sort of broader contextual value I think. Whether you think of an organisation 
as a corporate person or as a loose aggregation of people’s intentions doesn’t necessarily 
affect whether you’re going to install a new computer system or launch a new product as 
such, whereas a business ethical issue could do.
So I think that it doesn’t directly impact business actions, but then certainly in the ana-
lytic tradition, philosophers used to be very keen on saying Philosophy should leave things 
as it is. I don’t think that’s right personally but there was certainly a very strong trend of 
that in the twentieth century in Britain and the United States at least. So I think that is a 
challenge, in Philosophy of Management, why bother at all? There are lots of other things 
we could do to ameliorate business, rather than philosophy.
I think it’s probably something that really ought to be taught on PPE courses. I say that 
because PPE is certainly a relevant course in Britain and there are parallel things in other 
countries – almost self consciously trying to prepare the leaders, the political leaders of 
tomorrow. And there are relevant phenomena like the growth of precarious workforce and 
highly distributed responsibility … outsourced and shell companies and holding companies 
and companies that end up getting bought by hedge funds that don’t really do very much 
except try and profiteer from them. All those sorts of things that create question marks 
about the nature of organisation and what it means to use a noun for an organisation. What 
kind of noun is it? What kind of thing is an organisation?
And those are things that won’t necessarily affect day to day management choices but 
certainly at the level of, certainly of long term politician decision making, though not nec-
essarily what some corrupt British prime minister wants to do to get himself out of a hole 
this minute. But what large multinational NGOs might be trying to do in the long term in 
terms of the impact of corporate life on human life, on areas such as culture, I think that’s 
where the value of Philosophy of Management lies. And that’s why I say that courses like 
the PPE in Britain or like those courses that are done at Sciences Po in Paris preparing sen-
ior civil servants and politicians for the French Government. That’s where I think the value 
of Philosophy of Management should come.
Wim: So that’s trying to show the usefulness or the value of Philosophy for people who 
are going to be managing or are going to be decision makers. Do you have any views on 
doing it in the opposite direction? So how do we make management and organisational 
decision-making appealing as a subject for philosophy students?
PAUL: That’s an interesting question. My recollection is that occasionally philoso-
phers might use corporate examples but often because they’re academics with very little 
professional engagement with corporations, they deal with corporations as a customer 
or a client. But they would often have a naïve understanding about corporations. I think 
particularly Roger Scruton quite a long time ago, published an article in the Proceed-
ings of the Aristotelian Society called Corporate Persons. And it’s very intelligent and 
very well argued but at the end, he ended up saying ‘a corporation is an abstract person’ 
which actually to me, doesn’t really explain anything, it just labels it, that’s a different 
matter. But I remember reading it and thinking, he doesn’t really know much about what 
goes on in organisations. He knows about universities but he doesn’t really get it.
So I think that one of the issues is that like so many things, philosophers will talk 
about business without necessarily knowing much about the business. They’ll talk about 
Art and of course some of them may well be artists, amateur or even professional artists, 
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and musicians or actors. Though some of them won’t. Kant wrote loads about Art and 
there’s no evidence that he showed any interest in behaving as an artist.
Straightforwardly – well I would say this wouldn’t I – it would be good to have an 
undergraduate course specifically for Philosophy students – the trouble is that Philoso-
phy of Management is on management courses. And if you had a Philosophy of Man-
agement course for philosophers, for undergraduates, and just begin by presenting them 
with a management dilemma – for example, imagine you’re suddenly pitched into run-
ning a team and there’s a crisis and they’re all looking round at you and asking you what 
to do. And trying to get them to get a sense of the experience of managing, even though 
it’s still only a projected sense, it’s not a real experience, it’s only one that they might 
have perceived from the other side, from being managed rather than being a manager. 
Of course that’s a little bit of a false dichotomy because anyone working in an organisa-
tion is managing to some extent, unless they’re literally just sitting there with their eyes 
closed pressing a button every 2 s, and that kind of work is increasingly done by robots. 
But the vast majority of people certainly in more developed societies, exercise some 
decision making for themselves, take some responsibility. So where somebody is called 
a manager, where they’re not is a much more grey area now than it may have been in 
Ford’s time for example.
But I think that certainly we should get Philosophy students to actually follow a course 
on Philosophy of Management, rather than a course on management, not an Introduction 
to Management because I don’t think that would necessarily help so much. It might be 
an introductory course that involved some of those introductory things about e.g. basic 
functions and so on but very quickly moving to deeper questions about what do managers 
know? What does any of us know when we say that Facebook is this kind of company, or 
the BBC is very [he said patronising but said it wasn’t the word he was thinking of] it acts 
like a parent, parental. What does that mean and how do we know it? And even where you 
draw the line and say ‘this is Facebook’. Does that include every single person who goes 
in there and cleans the toilets, which in one sense it should do. But then that’s probably not 
what people think.
So I think that exposing people to students to that experience would be important. I 
think there are still some huge epistemological and ontological issues that are still waiting 
to be explored in Philosophy of Management. So often philosophers certainly in the Anglo 
Saxon tradition labour to explain how I can look at a flower and say truly ‘this is a flower’. 
And actually the complexity of organisational life and organisational decision making and 
organisational judgement is something that I think would actually be a source of inspiration 
for some philosophers.
Wim: Because it’s a different kind of question than the question ‘when do I know I know 
something?’
PAUL: Yes. Though it’s related; the thing is that looking at, taking a sort of Kantian 
derived point of view (which would still be highly influential in my philosophical training 
through Hume and Kant and the Empiricists) very little can be said to be properly known 
in the strongest sense of the word, and yet managers have to deal with things instantane-
ously as if they know them. Obviously from a kind of Humean Empiricist point of view, 
you would say ‘well they just believe it strongly’ but the point is managers have to stake 
their reputation, their career, the jobs of others and the wellbeing of clients, very often on 
an almost instantaneous basis.
In some ways, I think what I’m trying to get at – is that the empiricist conception of 
knowledge is so constraining and I think we need broader ideas, but not going to a relativ-
istic point of view that well, there is no truth. There is a truth, I believe strongly, I’m very 
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much still a Kantian in that sense that there is one world, though we have a very imperfect 
engagement with it. But it’s still there to be investigated and to be understood, it’s just 
that it’s bloody difficult. And I think organisationally engaging in organisations, whether 
as a manager, a worker, a client, supplier, tends to – it forces people past the ambiguities 
because you just have to get on with things. But on the other hand as a subject of enquiry, 
I think the world of business far richer than most of the material that philosophers use to 
certainly in epistemology, metaphysics, ontology and so on.
Wim: You’re right. When I reflect back on my studies, very often when philosophers 
were going into discussing responsibilities connected to roles and a role where you’d say 
well at the same time you manage someone but you’re also being managed. A position in 
a hierarchy, they would use the military as an example and so it’s always extreme organi-
sations that are used as an example. Or they would analyse a business dilemma and as 
an example work with ‘your best friend’ or ‘your mother’. They rarely use examples from 
work life, you’re not working with your best friends, you’re not working for your mother. 
And they just – I certainly recognise what you are saying there, there’s a lack of that, we 
need to get to the people who are teaching Philosophy, in universities as well.
If we come back to the Journal. So you were, as I see it, currently the Journal is pub-
lished by Springer, it has a fantastic support, the backup support by Springer, it’s really 
wonderful. I think when Nigel started it, he was running the Journal from his home. And 
that was it, and you’re sort of like the pivot moving it from one place to then that nice insti-
tutional embedding. How long were you editor-in-chief?
PAUL: Well I’ll sort of talk about it in general and answer that specific question. I think 
you’re flattering me to describe me as the pivot. I quickly became Nigel’s right hand man 
if you like, I think. But for a long time, Nigel was shouldering the main responsibility, not 
just getting articles reviewed and getting people to review them and so on. But also putting 
the copy together and getting them published, printed, distributed etc, and he did a huge 
amount. I can’t imagine how he did it all.
And then, I can’t remember exactly the order of events but I think before we started 
publishing with Libri – yes I’m sure it was before Libri – originally the idea was that we 
would have a sort of triumvirate of editors and each of us would take an issue sequentially. 
But that fell apart rather quickly and so I ended up by default being the editor in chief. And 
I suspect that must have been 2007/2008 maybe some time like that, I can’t remember.
And then we decided we needed to have an academic publisher and because I’d started 
working at Middlesex University, I automatically thought of Middlesex University Press. 
Though when I approached them, it turns out that they were just about to be not exactly, 
well – privatised I think you might call it. The university decided to disassociate them-
selves from what was Middlesex University Press so the publisher had to call themselves 
something else – hence the name Libri. We were the only journal that they actually worked 
with initially, and I think both sides underestimated what was involved. But certainly that 
was our first step to having a proper publisher and they did the job as well as they could. I 
think maybe after that they did take on a couple of more journals but we were the first so 
they did a lot of learning, shall we say. And so did we.
But that was a great springboard for then to speak to Springer. We actually had about 3 
offers and again that was all Nigel, it has to be said. Springer wasn’t the only offer, I think 
we had at least 2 other offers, if not 3 offers on the table. And at the time we were making 
the decision, we didn’t realise that Springer would work so closely with us and we kind of 
worried for a bit, whether we would just be talking to a large corporate entity? And I don’t 
think that fear was realised at all actually, they seem to have been very responsive to us. 
The advantage of being with Springer of course is it’s absolutely global player with huge 
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infrastructure etc. And yes, once we’d spoken with Floor we were convinced that we would 
get the backup that we needed.
So that’s how we got to that point. And I remained as editor until you took over, obvi-
ously, whenever that was, 2016?
Wim: I think we talked in 2016 and I actually took over in 2017.
PAUL: Although I was doing a lot of administration, Nigel was always there in the 
background as very wise counsel, in support.
Wim: I was just thinking, running a journal within academia it seems – when I said 
‘oh you know I’m editor in chief of a journal’ they said ‘ok you know, what’s the impact 
factor?’
PAUL: Well there was always a lot of that and of course Philosophy of Management is 
never going to have a massive impact factor. It doesn’t have a massive circulation. I cer-
tainly saw work that I thought had been influenced by things that we’d done but placed 
elsewhere – in fact I vividly remember somebody saying – he had come to one of the con-
ferences in the early 2000, and he said ‘yeah, I’m doing a paper’. And I said ‘oh right, have 
you got your ….’ He goes ‘no I’m sending it to the Academy of Management Review’. 
And I remember saying ‘why?’ And he said ‘well because it will get more exposure, it will 
be better for me’. So there was certainly that.
Wim: My approach to that, if someone develops their paper within one of our confer-
ences or in the paper development workshop, whatever that we run. And then they are suc-
cessful in publishing it and AMR, AMJ, AMD or whatever … I think that’s fantastic ! ok it’s 
not a paper that we publish and it’s obviously a very good paper but it brings attention to 
the subject and the field.
PAUL: Yes, you’re absolutely right and …. I was perhaps speaking a bit parochially.
Wim: More people feeling confident that they can write a paper, doing a philosophical 
enquiry about something related to management. And if it’s not AMR that’s going to pub-
lish it they can send it to Philosophy of Management …
PAUL: In that sense, the United States is actually a slightly better area for that than 
the United Kingdom because in the United States many people’s first degrees are quite 
broad, liberal educations. And many of them may have done a little bit of Philosophy and 
therefore not see it quite so out of place. Whereas in the United Kingdom you end up spe-
cialising at 16, if not before 16, on paths that often build quite substantial walls between 
areas that you might be otherwise interested in. In France it’s not so bad because for the 
baccalaureate they have to do a little bit of Philosophy in most versions of the bac anyway. 
So you do see more of an overlap between Philosophy and Management here than you do, 
say in Britain or Australia.
Wim: I just want to come back to your oeuvre because a lot of people will know you 
– certainly within the executive editors team we very regularly still speak about your Phi-
losophy of Management book. I knew you had done one on CSR but there are many busi-
ness ethics textbooks out there, whereas your Philosophy of Management, it’s still quite 
unique. But then Nigel said ‘yeah but Paul published many books before that’. I didn’t 
know, sorry about that. You did In Search of Business Ethics 96, Management Values 98, 
Management Knowledge 2001, and 2010 the CSR book and then 2013 the Philosophy of 
Management. So how do you look back on that trajectory? How did you get to do those 
other books – was that your Philosophy of Management at that point?
PAUL: No, the very first one, it was actually a colleague who had got involved with a 
publisher who wanted what are called business reports, but they were books, and we wrote 
that together. We also later on wrote another textbook together on E-Business, of all things.
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I think with the Management Values one – there was still at the time this idea that 
organisations should go for shared values. Basically the book was meant to be a critique 
of shared values and so it was more psychology of morality rather than business ethics. 
It wasn’t pure psychology but it was looking at the whole idea about values and how you 
can share values across an organisation, the shared behaviour and so on. And yes, I just 
approached Palgrave, then they were still MacMillan. I approached them because some-
body I knew, he became a colleague at UCL, a bloke called Richard Pettinger who has 
published a zillion and ten introductory books on management subjects. And I said to him 
‘you published with MacMillan, what are they like?’ And he said ‘oh go to them and here’s 
the person to contact’. So that’s how that worked.
I think after that, although they knew that they weren’t going to sell a lot or anything, 
they then said ‘well do you have any other ideas?’ And that’s when I had the idea of Man-
agement Knowledge, which I think that’s the nearest to actually achieving what I wanted 
to achieve. And I’m not bothered that it didn’t really have much of an impact but I felt that 
I actually in that book managed to put something together that satisfied what I was trying 
to say, which was in effect – perhaps I should have made it more explicit—that knowledge 
doesn’t come from one methodology, it comes from a whole variety of sources.
Steve Smith actually wrote a couple of papers on a similar vein, and he expressed it in 
a slightly more extreme way, but on the same track. Basically if there’s a truth there, then 
you can get it from touching it, you can get it from seeing it and so on. So there’s not one 
way to discovery. And I went through the various different theoretical views about knowl-
edge and critically evaluated them. And I ended up with my own version of something 
like Habermas’s Knowledge and Human Interests. And I basically said ‘Habermas is right, 
though I think there’s a little bit more to it than that’ and I added a a flourish of my own, if 
you like. He talked about material interests and social interests and so on, and technical as 
well as material. And I said ‘well there’s also an aesthetic element as well to knowledge’. 
It’s nice to see there’s a bit of aesthetics now in the Journal isn’t there? And I added a cat-
egory to cover that, but basically the idea there was a different way of approaching the epis-
temology with regard to management. And I did try and make the case that other applied 
professions could make similar argument, say about education or about medical practice 
and so on. But it was very much about applied knowledge.
So I think that was the one that I thought was closest to my heart, before I wrote the 
Introduction to Philosophy of Management, though when I finished that, I wasn’t really sat-
isfied with the introduction; I think it was a bit unbalanced in some ways. And I think that, 
had they let me have an extra year I could have produced actually a book that was better 
integrated thematically. But I’m glad ……..
Wim: There’s a thematic imbalance?
PAUL: Yes, not enough on mind, for example. I think also there are certain parts of it, 
the writing of it could have been perhaps a bit more elegant as well. Though I don’t have 
copies of any of these books now by the way, they all seem to have disappeared. I know the 
first couple I got complementary copies and, I was working at the time, they said ‘oh, we 
need one for an exhibition of people’s work’. And somehow that happened four times and I 
lost all my copies [hahaha]
I don’t know if I’ve still got a copy of the Introduction here, I might have, I don’t think 
I’ve got the CSR book.
Wim: If you imagine young scholars and who are interested in Philosophy of Manage-
ment, but they’re also in need of a job, what would your advice be to them?
PAUL: If someone needs a job, that’s a hard question really. I think if they need a job, 
they have to think about which management sub disciplines are going to yield the kind of 
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outcomes that they need to get them started, ie the right kinds of publications. And I would 
think that HR ……with business ethics are overdone frankly, so if they were to think about 
some of the wider aspects of strategic management and the philosophical issues relating to 
strategic management, I think that would be the most fruitful direction. Because that brings 
up questions of structure and the nature of what an organisation is. It brings up wider politi-
cal and social considerations about what management does to civilisation. It also of course 
touches then on things like decision making and leadership and so on. So I think it’s probably 
the more fruitful avenue than the HR one which I think is a bit restricted. Does that help?
Wim: Yes, it does. What is your experience of running the Journal, in the margin of 
being head of department and doing Philosophy of Management in a business school? 
What’s your experience of that? How has it helped you?
PAUL: Well, it helped me personally in terms of teaching because even when I wasn’t 
teaching directly a Philosophy of Management model but supervising doctorate students 
or teaching it had a relevance. I used to love teaching first year undergraduate Introduction 
to Management courses, or teaching things like contemporary issues in management, or 
bits of strategy and so on, and there were many ways in which Philosophy of Management 
came in. I think it helped immensely because one could take things further and particu-
larly with something like International Management, getting people to understand different 
cultures and what it means to talk about understanding different cultures and where does 
cultural appropriation begin and what after all is a cultural identity. So in terms of teaching, 
I think it helped immensely in that respect and it certainly I think made my teaching a lot 
better than it would otherwise have been.
In terms of position within a business school, it wasn’t much help really! But then – I 
think it depends on – not every business school is the same. I think there’s room in places 
like Warwick and probably Greenwich too for that matter, for that sort of existence. Mid-
dlesex University, I don’t want to be rude about it: after I stood down from being full time, 
I carried on there, part time for some time. But Phil of Management was always seen as an 
eccentricity; nobody really paid much attention to it. I think one of the professors in my 
department who was a professor of business ethics, he respected me for what I did. And I 
had a couple of other professors who acknowledged what I was doing. But in general it was 
seen as a bit of an oddity really. I don’t mean that to be critical specifically of Middlesex 
University, I think that’s probably true in other places I’ve worked and other places that 
I’ve been an external as well.
It just it wasn’t on their agenda, they didn’t really get it. However I never really encoun-
tered the kind of contemptuous dismissal of it that some people have related to me. I guess 
being an oddity can be a good thing so long as it’s tolerated I think.
Wim: Thanks for taking the time for this talk, Paul. Is there anything I forgot to ask?
PAUL: I don’t think there’s anything you forgot to ask but I think before – I was think-
ing what areas do we still need to be working in? And I still feel that the study of manage-
ment in general has never confronted its methodological shortcomings. I read an article in 
the Scientific American last year and they were pointing out that in natural science there is 
a huge – well a crisis really or at least a controversy. Because for so long people have relied 
on certain statistical presumptions and the more they’ve looked at them, they realised that 
they’re actually not as reassuring as they should be. And the example that was given in this 
article, I can’t remember the title of it, unfortunately I’ve chucked it away, I think it was 
about September/October 2019 if you wanted to look it up. But it said the idea that your p 
value should always be at 0.05 or below and (I can’t remember the details of the argument) 
he just said ‘no it would depend on the context’. So while there might be a few cases where 
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you could use it effectively, generally speaking it’s not that good a guide as to the reliability 
of a statistical text.
Now that kind of thing is never thought about in management studies and I think that’s 
one area that – and not just methodological design as such but also the care for truth that is 
involved – when I look at scientific articles, there is a care and almost the anxiety that they 
have that they will actually not just produce a well moulded piece of work but one that actu-
ally tells us something true about the world. That kind of methodological anxiety is absent in 
management studies; people do their work, adopting whatever methodology, they do it cor-
rectly, but after that there’s no doubt about it. It’s ‘well I’ve done what I’ve done and that’s 
it’ and it’s a contribution. Repeatability hardly occurs in management studies and certainly 
repeatability outside of a particular methodological organ is virtually unknown. Whereas 
in natural science, in physics, it’s the first thing that happens. Someone writes a paper and 
within 3 months there will have been 10 attempts at repeatability, and those get written up. 
And failure of repeatability is written up (almost) as much as success in repeatability.
So I think that’s one area that I think we haven’t really engaged in sufficiently. Maybe 
the answer is that we shouldn’t be thinking of management studies as science at all but 
then, a lot of people who practise it think of themselves as social scientists. And they want 
to adopt social science practices.
I think the other thing that I want to say is that – I think I’ve alluded to this several 
times really. The idea of what an organisation is, I think lots of people touch on it in lots 
of different ways. But somehow I think we are missing a trick about this. It feels to me that 
maybe some very old fashioned philosophical theories about ontology, realism as opposed 
to nominalism etc., might be ways to actually get at that. Even a platonic approach; I don’t 
think we’re mining the past enough and it’s interesting that whereas Aristotle gets used a 
lot you don’t often see papers that draw on Plato. You see more that draw on presocratic 
philosophies than on Plato, which is interesting.
So I think that’s my little rant theoretically!
Wim: That’s an area that’s still under work, even in the Journal. Thank you very much 
Paul.
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